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ABSTRACT: A multiple-loop hybrid control system for con- 
trolling a load, which is directly connected to an actuator in- 
cludes an offset-tooth magnetic sensor which senses output 
shaft movement and generates position and rate information 
needed for system control. A command waveforms generator 
provides command and comparison signals that are compared 
with the processed magnetic sensor information in suitable 
electronic comparing loops. The output signals from the elec- 
tronic comparing loops are utilized to control the movement 
of the actuator and load. 
I 1 A l . A 3 , A 5  1 
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ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 
The invention described herein was made by an employee 
of the United States government and may be manufactured 
and used by or for the government for governmental purposes 
without the payment of any royalties thereon or therefor. 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
It has been found in some environments that it is desirable 
and often essential, to eliminate interconnecting mechanical 
elements normally located between an actuator, such as a 
brushless DC motor, and a mechanically driven load. How- 
ever, these “direct-drive systems” impose certain limitations 
on system performance characteristics. For example, the 
systems have limited low-speed capability, since the output 
shaft speed of the actuator cannot be reduced by a stepdown 
gearing or other mechanical means. Further, these systems 
have low mechanical stiffness or high mechanical impedance 
at the output shaft, since the transformation properties of 
stepdown gearing are not available to increase the stiffness or 
reduce the impedance of the drive source. In addition, these 
systems have negligible electrical damping, since the transfor- 
mation properties of stepdown gearing are not available to in- 
crease the effective damping reflected to the output shaft. 
Moreover, these systems have reduced angular resolution and 
rate sensitivity reflected to the output shaft position and rate 
sensors, since angular displacement and speed cannot be 
reduced by stepdown gearing. Hence, the elimination of the 
mechanical interconnection system, which is usually stepdown 
gearing, results in certain problems which limit system per- 
formance. 
Prior art direct-drive systems have to some extent overcome 
some, but not all, of the foregoing problems and, in many 
cases, the required system mechanization has introduced addi- 
tional undesirable features. For example, very low-speed 
direct-drive capability has been achieved by using a 
synchronous actuator driven from a very low frequency two- 
phase source, resulting in a system that has low-speed capa- 
bility. However, because the synchronous actuator has limited 
mechanical stiffness and is coupled directly to the output 
shaft, the system possesses undesirable drive characteristics. 
In addition, the synchronous drive actuator requires continu- 
ous full-rated power and has, essentially, no electrical damp- 
ing. While mechanical losses may be employed in this system 
for damping, these losses have an unpredictable character, 
particularly when the system is to be operated over long 
periods of time under severe environmental conditions, such 
as on a space vehicle, for example. 
The prior art has attempted to achieve open-loop direct- 
drive control down to orbital rates by using a DC pancake 
tachometer in a rate feedback system. However, these at- 
tempts have resulted in systems having extreme sensitivity to 
environmental noise. In addition, the components forming 
such a system have been of considerable size and weight. 
Hence, the systems resulting from these attempts have been 
entirely unsatisfactory for most practical applications. 
In addition to the foregoing disadvantages, prior art at- 
tempts at direct-drive systems have been limited by one or 
more of the following: inadequate angular resolution; 
restricted operating range; excessive nonlinearity; limited life 
and retiability; unstable component parameters; excessive 
complexity, and other similar disadvantages. 
Therefore, it is an object of this invention to provide a new 
and improved direct-drive system. 
It is also an object of this invention to provide a control 
system for controlling a load directly connected to an actua- 
tor. 
It is a still further object of this invention to provide a 
system for controlling a brushless DC motor directly con- 
nected to a load without interconnecting gearing or other 
mechanical elements. 
It is a still further object of this invention to provide a 
system for controlling a load directly connected to an actuator 
that has indefinitely low-speed capabilities, high mechanical 
stiffness, adequate electrical damping, adequate angular 
5 resolution and rate sensitivity, and operates smoothly and con- 
tinuously under general conditions of load and running speed. 
It is a still further object of this invention to provide a con- 
trol system for controlling a load directly connected to an ac- 
tuator that is uncomplicated and of relatively small size and 
lo weight, thereby making the system suitable for use in remote 
environments. 
It is yet another object of this invention to provide a system 
for controlling a load directly connected to an actuator that is 
independent of nonuniformities in the output characteristic of 
an offset-tooth magnetic sensor. 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
In accordance with a principle of this invention, a new and 
20 improved direct-drive system is provided. The position and 
rate of movement of the shaft of an actuator is sensed by a 
magnetic sensor. Signals representing this information are 
compared with command signals generated by a command 
waveforms generator to control energy applied to the actuator 
In accordance with a further principle of this invention, the 
sensor is an offset-tooth magnetic sensor and the signals 
generated by the sensor are processed so that transition signals 
representing transitions between the processor outputs, as 
30 well as rate and position signals, are obtained. Transition 
signals modify command signals generated by a command 
waveforms generator in a predetermined manner, thereby 
resulting in smooth transitions occurring between the chan- 
35 nels defined by the signals generated by the offset-tooth mag- 
netic sensor. 
In accordance with a further principle of this invention, the 
various comparison and control circuits used by the invention 
are formed of solid state logic components. In addition, the ac- 
40 tuator is a DC torque motor driven by a brushless controller 
commutator. 
It will be appreciated from the foregoing description that 
the invention provides an uncomplicated, light in weight and 
small in size direct-drive system suitable for use in various en- 
45 vironments. Because electronic logic elements formed of solid 
state components and a brushless DC actuator are used, the 
invention is suitable for use in extreme and remote environ- 
ments. In addition, because the system provides synchronous, 
multiple-loop feedback control with smooth channel transi- 
50 tions, various prior art problems heretofore discussed are 
overcome. More specifically, the snychronous/DC direct- 
drive system of this invention overcomes all the previously 
described disadvantages without impairing other desirable 
operating characteristics. The system yields brushless and 
S5 direct-drive performance of a nature not previously available. 
Because the system is brushless, it can be utilized in remote 
environments where other systems cannot be used, such as on 
a space vehicle, for example. 
25 so that synchronous/DC movement results. 
60 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
The foregoing objects and many of the attendant ad- 
vantages of this invention will become more readily ap- 
preciated as the same becomes better understood by reference 
65 to the following detailed description when taken in conjunc- 
tion with the accompanying drawings, wherein: 
FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a preferred embodi- 
ment of the invention; 
FIG. 2 is a waveform diagram illustrating the low-frequency 
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a magnetic sensor signal 
processor suitable for use in the embodiment of the invention 
illustrated in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 4 is a waveform diagram illustrating the waveforms of 
70 gain characteristics of an offset-tooth magnetic sensor; 
75 the output signals from the magnetic sensor signal processor; 
3,s 68,028 
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FIG. 5 is a waveform diagram illustrating the operating 
range of the output signals from the magnetic sensor signal 
processor; 
FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a command waveforms genera- 
tor suitable for use in the embodiment of the invention illus- 
trated in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a multichannel comparator 
suitable for use in the embodiment of the invention illustrated 
in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 8 is a waveform diagram illustrating the waveform of 
the outputs of an averaging network forming a portion of the 
multichannel comparator illustrated in FIG. 7; 
FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a position logic circuit suitable 
for use in the embodiment of the invention illustrated in FIG. 
1; 
FIG. 10 is a waveform diagram illustrating a command-tri- 
angle waveform and a shifted position-triangle waveform 
generated by the command waveforms generator and the posi- 
tion logic network under loaded conditions; 
FIG. 11 is partially schematic and partially block diagram of 
a rate logic circuit suitable for use in the embodiment of the 
invention illustrated in FIG. 1; and 
FIG. 12 is a block diagram of a control signal processor 
suitable for use in the embodiment of the invention illustrated 
in FIG. 1. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 
FIG. 1 illustrates a preferred embodiment of the invention 
and comprises: a command waveforms generator 11; a control 
signal processor 13; a brushless controller-commutator 15; a 
DC torque motor 17; a load 19; an offset-tooth magnetic sen- 
sor 21; a magnetic sensor signal processor 23; a rate logic net- 
work 25; a position logic network 27; a multichannel com- 
parator 29, and first and second difference amplifiers 31 and 
33. 
The command waveforms generator 11 provides the control 
system drive and synchronization waveforms. The offset-tooth 
magnetic sensor 21 provides continuous 360” coverage of 
piecewise-linear position and rate information derived directly 
from the output shaft and applies the information to both the 
controller-commutator 15 and the magnetic sensor signal 
processor 23. The magnetic sensor signal processor 23 com- 
bines the amplitudes of the magnetic sensor output signals into 
three signal channels of continuous position and rate informa- 
tion and applies the composite signals to the multichannel 
comparator 29, the position logic network 27 and the rate 
logic network 25. 
The position logic network 27 gates successive outputs of 
the magnetic sensor signal processor to form a composite 
signal which is an essentially triangular function of the posi- 
tion of the output shaft. The multichannel Comparator 29 pro- 
vides smooth and continuous transitions between adjacent ac- 
tive channels in the position loop under all operative condi- 
tions. The rate logic network 25 converts the output of the 
magnetic sensor signal processor into a composite signal es- 
sentially proportional to the time derivative of the position 
logic output. 
The control signal processor 13 processes the actuation 
error magnitude and direction signal to obtain proportional 
control for the brushless DC torque motor. The brushless con- 
troller-commutator 15 provides electronic commutation and 
controls the DC torque motor excitation. And, the DC torque 
motor 17 develops system control torques which are applied 
to the load 19. 
The embodiment of the invention illustrated in FIG. 1 
operates as a multiple-loop hybrid control system containing a 
position loop, a rate loop, and a channel-transition minor 
loop. The embodiment is a hybrid because it employs both 
analogue and digital signal processing to provide the resultant 
control system. The system actuator is a brushless DC torque 
motor comprised of the brushless controller-commutator 15 
and the DC torque motor 17. The torque motor has per- 
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formance characteristics similar to a conventional permanent 
magnet DC torque motor. 
The angular position information required for electronic 
commutation and system control purposes is obtained directly 
from the output shaft of the DC torque motor using the single 
offset-tooth magnetic sensor 21. The offset-tooth magnetic 
sensor used in this illustrated embodiment of the invention has 
a stator-rotor relationship of the type illustrated on lines 1 and 
2 of FIG. 2. More specifically, the stator portion of the sensor 
has six poles that provide six essentially analogue output 
signals of the type shown in lines V1 through V6 of FIG. 2 and, 
having low frequency gain characteristics for the four-pole ro- 
tor. Each sensor characteristic ih the region from minimum to 
maximum low frequency gain is linearly related to the output 
shaft angular position and such linear regions occur for all 
shaft positions. The offset-tooth magnetic sensor thus provides 
a continuous 360” coverage of piecewise-linear shaft position 
and rate information suitable for use in direct-drive applica- 
tions. A further description of an offset-tooth sensor suitable 
for use in the invention is described in U.S. Pat. application 
Ser. No. 656,953, entitled “Angular Position and Velocity 
Sensing Apparatus,” by Leo J. Veinette, filed Jul. 28, 1967. 
The six magnetic sensor signals V1 through V6 illustrated in 
FIG. 2 are combined in the magnetic sensor signal processor 
23 to yield composite signals. A magnetic sensor signal 
processor 23, suitable for use in the embodiment of the inven- 
tion illustrated in FIG. 1, is illustrated in FIG. 3 and comprises 
third, fourth, and fifth difference amplifiers 41, 43, and 45. 
The third difference amplifier 41 receives the V5 signal at its 
positive input terminal and the V2 signal at its negative input 
terminal. The output from the third difference amplifier 41 is 
designated A l .  The fourth difference amplifier 43 receives the 
V3 signal at its plus input terminal and the V6 signal at its 
minus input terminal. The V3-V6 difference signal is 
designated A3. The fifth difference amplifier 45 receives the 
V1 signal at its plus input terminal and the V4 signal at its 
minus input terminal and generates a difference signal 
designated A5. Waveform diagrams for A l ,  A3, and A5 are all 
illustrated in FIG. 4. FIG. 5 illustrates the total operating 
range (dark lines) of the Al ,  A3 and A5 signals generated by 
the magnetic sensor signal processor. It should be observed 
from FIG. 5 that there is a linearity relationship over a range 
(dark lines) which is greater than the actual used range (also 
dark lines) illustrated in FIG. 4; hence, even if slight errors ex- 
ist, linear operation is not harmed. 
Only one channel is active for any given angular position of 
the output shaft, and each active section extends over a finite 
range of the output shaft angle. The magnetic sensor signal 
processor output in each active region is a continuous func- 
tion of the output shaft angle so that the system has an essen- 
tially infinite angular resolution capability. The normal active 
regions for the A waveforms, under quasistationary, no-load 
conditions, combine in the position logic circuit to yield a PT 
composite output signal that is a continuous triangular func- 
tion of shaft position. The signal is compared in the first dif- 
ference amplifier 31 with a command-drive waveform signal 
CT generated as hereinafter described to produce an am- 
plified position error signal P. 
FIG. 6 illustrates a preferred embodiment of a command- 
waveforms generator 11 suitable for use in the embodiment of 
the invention illustrated in FIG. 1. The command waveforms 
generator illustrated in FIG. 6 comprises: a directional input 
schmitt trigger circuit designated DIS; six two-input AND 
gates designated AND-1, AND-2, AND-3, AND-4, AND-5, 
and AND-6; three two-input OR gates designated OR-1, OR- 
2, and OR-3; two capacitors designated C-1 and C-2; a com- 
mand bistable multivibrator 47; an amplitude modulator 49, 
and an integrator 51. The command waveforms generator 
receives two external control signals designated RI and DI. 
The RI signal is a rate input signal and the DI signal is a 
directional input signal. Hence, the command-waveforms 
generator receives signals that indicate a desired rate and 
direction of movement for the load shaft. Alternatively, only a 
3 3  68,028 
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rate input signal is applied if the directional input signal is ap- sor signal processor to receive an a1 signal and one end of R4 
propriate. The command-waveforms generator also receives is connected to the magnetic sensor signal processor to 
set ( S )  and reset ( T )  signals. The set and reset signals are receive an A3 signal. The other end of the R3 and R4 are con- 
derived from the multichannel comparator 29 and generated nected together and to one input of DS2. One end of RS is 
as hereinafter described. These signals are generated by the 5 connected to the magnetic sensor signal processor to receive 
multichannel comparator when a channel transition change is an A3 signal, and one end of R6 is connected to the magnetic 
required. That is, when it is desired to shift from one channel sensor signal processor to receive an A5 signal. The other ends 
to another channel, the multichannel comparator generates an of R5 and R6 are connected together and to one input of DS3. 
appropriate set or reset signal. DS1 and DS2 and DS3 also receive inputs by being connected 
The S signal is applied to one input of AND-1 and one input lo to the CT output of the command waveforms generator illus- 
of AND-4. The T signal is connected to one input of A N D 3  trated in FIG. 6. DS1, DS2 and DS3 change output states 
and one input of AND-3. The RI signal is connected to the when the difference signal input crosses the zero voltage le+ 
signal input of the amplitude modulator 49 and the DI signal is DS1 generates DSI and DSI output signals, with the DSI 
connected to the input of DIS. DIS generates a DIS output output signal being the complement of the DS1 output signal. 
and a TS output and changes states when thenput  voltage The DS1 output of DS1 is connected to one input of AND-7. 
crosses the switching threshold voltage level. DIS output is the AND-7 is also suitable connected to receive A1 and A5 signals 
complement of the DIS output. The DIS output of the DIScir- from the magnetic sensor signal processor on its other two in- 
cuit is connected to one input of AND-1, one input of AND-3, puts, respectively. The output of AND-7gesignated Q1 and 
and one input of AND-5. The Dxoutput of DIS is connected 2o is connected to one input of OR-4. The DS1 output of DSl is 
to one input of AND-2, one input of AND-4, and one input of connected to one input of AND-8. AND-8 also receives a 
AND-6. and AS input signals at its two other input terminals, respec- 
The output of AND-1 is connected to one input of OR-1 tively. A1 and A 5  signals are created by passing the A 1  and A 5  
and the output of AND-2 is connected to the second input of signals from the magnetic sensor signal processor through 
OR-1. The output of AND-3 is connected to one input of OR- 25 suitable inverting means (not shown). The output of AND-8 is 
2, and the output of AND-4 is connected to the second input designated 0 2  and is c o n n e e d  to one input of OR-5. 
of OR-2. The output of OR-1 is connected to the set input of DS2 generates DS2 and DS2 output signals. The DS2 output 
the command bistable 47, and the output of OR-2 is con- is connected to one input of AND-9. AND-9 also receives AI 
nected to the reset input of the command bistable. C1 is con- and A3 input signals. The output of AND-9 is deskated Q3 
nected between the set input of the command bistable and 30 and is connected to the second input of OR-4. The DS2 output 
ground, and C2 is connected between the reset input of the signal is connected to one input of AND-IO. AND-10 also 
command bistable and ground. C1 and C2 acts as filters to receives a n d z  signals, the A3 signal being created in the 
filter out any undesirable signals applied to the command same manner as described above in connection with the A1 
bistable in a well-known manner. and A5 signals. The output of AND-10 is connected to the 
put with the CS output being the complement of the CS out- DS3 generates DS3 and m3 output signals. DS3 output is 
e t .  Hence, if the CS output is in the logical “1” state, then the connected to one input of AND-11. AND-11 also receives A 3  
CS output is in the logical “0” state and vice versa. The CS and A 5  input signals. The output from AND-11 is designated 
output of the command bistable 47 is connected to the second Q5 and is connected to the third input of OR-4. The out- 
input of AND-§, and the w output of the command bistable is 40 put signal is connected to one input of AND-12. AND-12 also 
connected to the second input of AND-6. The outputs of receives 3 and input signals. The output of AND-12 is 
AND-5 and AND-6 are connected to the two inputs of OR-3. designated Q6 and is connected to the third input of OR-5. 
The output of OR-3, which is a square wave signal ( S W ) ,  is ap- The output of OR-4 is designated T and i s  connected to the T 
plied to the control input of the amplitude modulator 49. The input of the command-waveforms generator illustrated in FIG. 
output of the amplitude modulator 49 is connected through 45 6. The output of OR-5 is designated S and is connected to the 
the integrator 51 to a CT output terminal. It will be ap- Sinput of the command-waveforms generator illustrated in 
preciated that by integrating the square wave output from the FIG. 6. 
amplitude modulator, as modified by the rate input signal, a In operation, the various A composite signals are averaged 
generally triangular wave with a controllable period is formed; in the resistive summing networks illustrated on the left of 
hence, the CT signal is a triangular signal which is desired, as 50 FIG. 7 and previously described. The waveforms of the 
will be appreciated from the previous description The CT summed outputs are as illustrated in FIG. 8 and are compared 
signal is illustrated in FIG. BO and hereinafter described. to the CT voltage in the three DS circuits. Preferably, the DS 
In general, as will be better understood by the following circuits have zero hysteresis and change state when their dif- 
mathematical description of the operation of the invention, 55 ference inputs are at a zero voltage level. Hence, if the dif- 
the command waveforms generator generates a CTsignal that, ference output of the A l  and A5 signal summer, and the CT 
when combined with the signal generated by the position logic signal crosses zero, DSl shifts its output state. The various DS 
signal circuit, creates a position error signal that is utilized to outputs are applied via the appropriate AND gates to the T 
control the movement of the actuator andload. The S and T and S OR gates, designated in FIG. 7 as OR-4 and OR-5, 
signals are combined with the DIS and DZS signals to control 60 respectively. The outputs of these OR gates are connected to 
the command bistable 47, so that the command bistable shifts control the command bistable 47 of the command waveforms 
output states when a channel transition i s  necessary and shifts generator illustrated in FIG. 6. The command bistable is in the 
the control input to the amplitude modulator. “set” state for a signal applied to its set input only, and is the 
FIG. 7 illustrates a multichannel comparator suitable for use “reset” state for a signal applied to its reset input only. The 
in the embodiment of the invention illustrated in FIG. 1 and 65 command bistable has sufficient hysteresis to maintain a given 
comprises: six resistors, designated R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, and state when both input signals (S and T) are removed. Hence, 
R6; three schmitt trigger circuits, designated DSB, DS2, and in essence, the multichannel comparator compares the com- 
DS3; six three-input AND gates, designated AND-7, AND-8, mand (CT)  signal with the various averaged magnetic sensor 
AND-9, AND-10, AND-11, and AND-12; and two three-input signal processor signals and generates signals (S  or T) when a 
OR gates, designated OR-4 and OR-5. One end of R1 is con- 70 channel transition change is necessary. The transition condi- 
nected to the output of the magnetic sensor signal processor tion is essentially independent of the relative signal amplitudes 
23 to receive an Asignal and one end of R2 is connected to the between the output channels of the magnetic sensor signal 
magnetic sensor signal processor to receive an A 5  signal. The processor. 
other ends of R1 and R 2  are connected together and to one output signals from the command bistable of 
input of DS1. One end of R3 is connected to the magnetic sen- 75 the command-waveforms generator and the A 1 ,  A3 and A 5  
The command bistable generates a CS output and a a out- 35 second input of OR-5. 
The CS and 
3,568,028 
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outputs from the magnetic sensor signal processor 23 are com- ( R )  that is proportional to the time derivative of the position 
bined in the position logic circuit 27. A position logic circuit logic output. A rate logic circuit suitable for performing these 
suitable for providing the appropriate combination is illus- functions is illustrated in FIG. 11 and comprises three capaci- 
trated in FIG. 9 and comprises: three schmitt trigger circuits tors designated C3, C4, and C5; three resistors designated R7, 
designated DS4, DS5, and DS6; six three-input AND gates 5 R8 and R9; and, three analogue gates designated G-4, G-5, 
designated AND-13. AND-14. AND-15. AND-16. AND-17. 
andXND-18 three tho-input OR gates designated OR-6, OR: 
7, and OR-8, and three analogue gates designated G-1, G-2, 
and G-3. 
The CS output of the command-waveforms generator's 
command bistable 47 is connected to one input of AND-14, 
AND-15, and AND-18. The moutput  of the command bista- 
ble 47 is connected to one input of AND-13, AND-16, and 
AND-17. The A1 output of the magnetic sensor signal proces- 
sor is connected to one input of G-1 and the input of DS4. The 
A3 output of the magnetic sensor signal processor is con- 
nected to one input of G-2 and the input of DS-5. And, the AS 
output of the magnetic sensor signal processor is connected to 
and G-6. 
The AI signal from the magnetic sensor signal processor 2 3  
is connected through C3 to the analogue input of 6-4. The 
junction between C3 and the analogue input of 6 - 4  is con- 
0 nected through R7 to ground. The gate input of 6 - 4  is con- 
nected to the G1 output of the position logic circuit 27. The 
A3 output of the magnetic sensor signal processor is con- 
nected through C4 to the analogue input of G-5. The junction 
between C4 and the analogue input of G-5 is connected 
5 through R8 to ground. The gate input of G-5 is connected to 
the G2 output of the position logic circuit. The A 5  output of 
the magnetic sensor signal processor is connected through C5 
to the analogue inputof 6-6. The junction between CS and 
one-input of G-3and the input ofDS6. the analogue input of G-6 is connected through R9 to ground. 
which 2o The gate input of G-6 is connected to the G3 output of the 
are complements of one another. The DS4 output is con- Position logic 27. The outputs of G-4, G-5, and G-6 are con- 
nected to the second input of AND-16 and the second input of nected together and to the negative input of the second dif- 
AND-18. The output is connected to the s e z d  input of ference amp1ifier 33 l ) .  
 AND-^^ and the second input of  AND-^^. The D S ~  output is 25 It will be appreciated from the foregoing description that C3 
connected to the second input of AND-14 and the third input and R7, c4 and R8, and c 5  and R9 each forms a differentiat- 
of AND-17. The DS5 output is connected to t h e E o n d  input ing network for differentiating the A1, A39  and A5 
of AND-13, and the third input ofAND-18. The DS6 output is The differentiated is gated by 
connected to the third input ofAND-13 and the third input of (3-4, G-5 Or (3-6 to form the desired rate signal ( R )  which is 
Each schmitt trigger generates DS and 
AND-45. The DS6 output is connected to the third input of 3o applied to the second difference amplifier 33, illustrated in 
FIG. 1. This signal is combined with the position signal (P), AND-14 and the third input of AND-16. generated when CT is combined with PT in the first difference 
amplifier 31, to provide a resultant error signal ( E )  that is ap- The outputs of ANDe13 and AND-14 are connected to the two inputs, respectively, ofOR-6. The ofAND-15 and 
AND-16 are connected to the two inputs, respectively, of OR- 
7. The outputs of AND-17 and AND-18 are connected to the 35 wave ("1 
two inputs, respectively, of OR-8. The output of OR-6 is con- 
netted to the second input of G-1; the output of OR-7 is con- 
plied to the signal processor 13' The 'quare 
and the error 
( E )  from the second difference amp1ifier are processed 
processor l 3  to provide the torque mag- 
from the command 
by the 
netted to the second input of G-2; and the output of OR-8 is nitude and direction control signals M and F R I m ,  respective- 
load shaft so that the desired shaft position is achieved. 
A control signal processor suitable for processing these 2, and 6 - 3  are connected together to an output terminal 40 designated PT, which is connected to the second input ofthe signals in this manner is illustrated in FIG. 12 and comprises: 
first difference amplifier 31, illustrated in FIG. 1. The output an absolute value circuit, designated M, which generates an 
Of is designated G1 and connected to an Output ter- output signal that is the absolute value of its input signal; three 
minal. The output of OR-7 is designated G2 and is connected 45 schmitt circuits designated DS7, DS8, and DS9; two-input 
designated G3 and connected to a still further output terminal. input OR gate designated OR-9. The E output of the second 
All of these output terminals are connected to input terminals difference amplifier 33 is connected to the illput of DS7 and 
of the rate logic circuit illustrated in FIG. 11 and hereinafter the input of is an absolute value (mag- 
50 nitude) signal that is applied to the brushless controller com- described. 
The DS schmitt circuits, illustrated in FIG. 9 preferably, mutator 15 to control the magnitude of power applied to the 
have zero hysteresis and change state when input signals ap- commutator which in turn controls the magnitude of the 
gular output voltage PT (FIG. 10) that output ofDS7 is connected to one input of AND-20. The 
output shaft angular position. More specifically, the heavy input of DS8 is the CS butput of the command waveforms 
lined sections of the A waveforms illustrated in FIG. 4 cor- generator 11, illustrated in FIG. 6. The DS8 
respond to the active regions of operation under no-load, qua- netted to the second input of AND-19. The 
sistationary conditions, and when combined, yield a PT com- connected to the second input of AND-20. The outputs of 
posite signal that is a continuous triangular curve. Under load 60  AND-^^ and A N D - ~ O  are connected to the two inputs of OR- 
conditions the shaft angle is slightly lagging and the active WJ- 9, respectively. The output of OR-9 is connected to the input 
ments of the A waveforms are shifted slightly SO as to generate of DS9. DS9 generates directional FR and pB output signals 
a PT waveform of the tYPe illustrated in FIG. 10. That is, which are applied to the brushless controller commutator to 
under no-load, quasistationary conditions the PT waveform is control the direction of shaft movement. The &mitt circuits 
triangular; whereas, under loaded condition, the PT Waveform 65 DS7 and DS8 generate output signals in accordance with their 
is shifted to form a generally triangular wave (but not exactly input signals, i.e., when an input signal E or CS crosses a zero 
triangular) of the type illustrated in FIG. 10. This shift causes voltage level DS7 or DS8, as appropriate, changes output 
a transition between channels to occur in a manner that is states. The status of the output states is interpreted by AND- 
smooth and continuous with respect to the torque developed 19, AND-20 and OR-9 and used to control the state of DS9. 
for all angular positions of the output shaft. Further, hysteresis 70 Turning now to a theoretical description of the operation of 
in the command bistable switching characteristic prevents the invention, the performance characteristics of the brushless 
hunting between two adjacent channels. DC torque motor with torque/speed control can be expressed 
The outputs of the magnetic sensor signal processor are dif- by the relation: ( I ) 
ferentiated by the rate logic circuit and gated by the G outputs where T =  electromagnetic control torque 
of the position logic circuit to create a composite rate signal 75 0 =shaft speed 
connected to the second input of G-3. The outputs of G-1, G- ly' These the movement Of the actuator and 
to a further Output and the Output Of is AND gates designated AND-19 and AND-20; and, a two- 
The output of 
plied to them cross zero. The various OR and AND gates gate 
the appropriate A signal channels to yield an essentially trian- 
torque developed by the shaft of the DC torque motor. The 
DS7 output of DS7 is connected to one input of AND-19. The 
On the 55 
& T+ & B= ( F R m ) M  
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F R  = forward/reverse direction voltage (logical 1 cor- 
responds to forward, and logical 0 corresponds to 
reverse) 
= logical complement of forwardheverse direction volt- 
age 
M = magnitude of control voltage and 
K3, K4 = constants dependent on the torque motor and elec- 
tronic controller-commutator parameters. Equation ( 1 ) 
is a real expression in which the logical 1 and 0 values of 
FR and are defined to equal unity and zero respec- 
tively in the real number system. M is an analogue input 
equal to the magnitude of the amplified actuation error, 
E. 
The angular position information required for electronic 
commutation and system control purposes is obtained directly 
from the output shaft using the single offset-tooth magnetic 
sensor 21. The sensor provides as seen from FIG. 2 six essen- 
tially analogy signals with low frequency gain characteristic. 
Each sensor characteristic in the region from minimum to 
maximum low frequency gain is linearly related to the output 
shaft angular position, and such linear regions occur for all 
shaft positions. The offset-tooth sensor thus provides continu- 
ous, 360” coverage of piecewise-linear shaft position and rate 
information suitable for use in direct-drive applications. 
The six magnetic sensor signal amplitudes, VI through V6 of 
FIG. 2, are combined in the magnetic sensor signal processor 
23 to yield the composite signals, A, illustrated in FIG. 4. The 
position logic circuit 27 gates one of the three magnetic sensor 
signal processor outputs as the active channel, and the active 
output signal, PT, is compared to the commanded drive 
waveform, CT, to produce the amplified system position error 
signal, P. The position loop operates to drive this error signal 
to a null, thus providing a position control capability. 
The heavy-lined sections of the A waveforms correspond to 
the normal active regions of operation under quasistationary, 
no-load conditions. These are essentially conditions under 
which the angular rate, 0, of the output shaft is sufficiently 
slow that R = 0, and under which the electromagnetic torque 
is sufficiently small that T = 0. The active regions are selected 
to lie along the linearly rising and linearly falling portions of 
the magnetic sensor signal processor outputs, so that for any 
given channel ( 2 )  PT= K6 where K5, K6 are arbitrary 
constants depending on the channel selected, with K5 positive 
for rising active regions and negative for falling active regions. 
Only one channel is active for any given angular position of 
the output shaft and each active section extends over a finite 
range of the output shaft angle. The magnetic sensor signal 
processor output in each active region is a continuous func- 
tion of the output shaft angle so that the system has an essen- 
tially infinite angular resolution capability. The normal active 
regions of the A waveforms, under quasistationary, no-load, 
conditions, combine to yield PT as a continuous triangular 
function of shaft position. 
It is of course necessary that system operation be stable in 
the vicinity of a particular null for all angular positions of the 
output shaft. The conditions required for stable equilibrium 
are established as follows: 
( 3 )  P = K l  (cTPT),l 
(4) e = K2 ( p - R )  
(5) M =  [El 
At null (CT= PT), under essentially stationary conditions ( R  
= 0, CT= CT,), equations ( 1 ) through (5) combine to give 
( 6 )  K3 T = ( F R - F )  I E 1 and 
( 7 )  E = -K1KzK5(O--80) where the 0 subscripts 
denote the values at null. A stable equilibrium at null requires 
that 
which states that the torque 7 must be in the direction required 
to correct the displacement error. Substituting from equations 
. ( 6 )  and (7 )  into ( 8 )  and noting that K,, K2, K3 are positive, the 
following equation is obtained: 
- 
( 8 )  T(&o)< 0 
d ( P T )  F R - a )  FK, > 0 where Ka=- -- 
de 
is positive or negative, depending on which of the magnetic 
sensor signal processor output channels is active. Condition 
( 9 )  is satisfied by thejogical relations 
(10) FR= E m) +and 
5 (11) m= E ‘Cs) + E .  ‘CS) 
where 
( 1 2  
where 
( 1 3 )  
l o  ( 1 4 )  
(15) 
Relations ( 14)  and ( 15)  require that the commanded square 
wave CS and the position logic output waveform PT be 
synchronized. Equations ( 10) and ( 1 1 )  are designed into the 
control signal processor (FIG. 12) so that stable equilibrium 
conditions exist at null for all angular positions of the output 
shaft. 
In addition to a stable null, it is necessary that the transition 
2o between active channels be smooth and continuous under all 
operating conditions. This is accomplished in the channel- 
transition loop by comparing the commanded drive waveform, 
CT, with the magnetic sensor signal processor outputs and gat- 
ing the position loop from one active channel to the next when 
25 the channel transition conditions are satisfied. These condi- 
tions are obtained by recognizing that under nonstationary 
and loaded conditions the angular rate, 0, the rate signal, R ,  
and the torque, T, are nonzero, so that the following equations 
apply at the transition point, 
K3 T~ + K4 19, = ( F R - m ) ,  Mz 
( 1 7 )  
logical E= 1, for analogue E > 0 
logical E= 0, for analogue E < 0 
CS= 1, for K5 > 0 
CS= 0, for K5 < 0 
30 ( 1 6 )  K3 T~ + &B1=( FR - F x )  M1 
Mi= /Ell 9 Mz= IEzl 
( 1 8 )  Pi=Ki(CTi-PTg), Pz=Ki (CTZ-PTZ) 
( 1 9  1 Ei=&(P-Ri) ,  Ez=Kz PZ-R,) 
35 ( 2 0 )  Ri=-RZ 
( 2 1 )  
where the 1 subscripts denote values immediately prior to the 
transition and the 2 subscripts denote values immediately after 
the transition. Smooth and continuous operation requires that 
40 the motor torque and angular rate be continuous at the transi- 
tion point so that equations ( 16) give 
and 
CT= CT, = CT 2, 
( 2 2 )  M i = M z  
( 2 3 )  ( F R - ~ ) ,  =(FR-m), 
45 Solving equations (17) through ( 2 2 ) ,  the following equation is 
obtained: 
Selecting the lower symbols, the following equation is ob- 
5o tained: 
(25)  
(24) K1 [( 131) CT-(PTiTPTz)]=(  1+-1)Ri 
where the subscripts 1 and 2 are now interpreted as two ad- 
55 jacent active channels. Hence, this is a channel-transition con- 
dition equation. 
The outputs of the magnetic sensor signal processor are 
summed according to the right side of equation ( 2 5 )  to give 
60 the “average” waveforms of FIG. 8. The commanded drive 
waveform, CT, is compared with the “average” waveforms in 
the multichannel comparator so that an output signal SIT is 
developed whenever the commanded waveform is equal to the 
active “average” waveform, as required by equation ( 2 5 ) .  The 
65 comparison operation is performed ip the vicinity of the mid- 
point on the flat portions of the active “average” waveform. 
One and only one flat region occurs for every angular positioe 
of the output shaft, so that for any given shaft position only 
one region is active. 
It is desirable that system operation not switch alternately 
between adjacent active channels in the vicinity of the transi- 
tion point, but rather, once a transition has occurred from one 
active channel to the next, operation should remain on the 
second channel. This is done by making the operating range of 
75 each active channel cover aq extended linear segment of the 
70 
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10 
and 
I1 12 
magnetic sensor signal processor output waveforms, as shown for reverse direction operation 
in FIG. 5.  Such a design requires a memory function in the These conditions are depicted in FIG. 10 for the case of a 
commanded square wave generator, since the CS output is commanded triangular waveform. The command waveforms 
then a function of the previous transition only, and not of the generator is designed with square wave SWin fixed time-phase 
present state of the system. The required memory is provided 5 with drive signal CT, so that 
by the logical relation: 
and 
where 
(26) 
(27) B P=O 
SI = (cs). (SI + r ) 
CS- memory output 
S1 = memory set input 
P= memory reset input 
and where the memory retains its last state when both input 
signals are removed. For forward direction operation the CS 15 
output from the memory must switch to the 1 state for chan- 
nel-transitions occurring at negative values of the CT 
waveform, and to the 0 state for channel-transitions at posi- 
tive values. The S input is therefore triggered when the CT 
waveform has a negative amplitude and the T input is trig- 2o 
gered when CT has a positive amplitude. The opposite inputs 
are triggered for reverse direction operation. The logical rela- 
tions required to steer the SIT outputs from the multichannel 
comparator to the appropriate memory input for both forward 
and reverse directions of operation are given by 
and 
25 
(28) S ~ = ( D I S ) S +  (D).T 
(32) -- d ( C T )  d ( P T )>o, 
at de 
for forward direction operation and 
(35) 
Recalling from (14) and (15) that the CS waveform is 
synchronized in fixed space-phase with the position logic out- 
put, PT, (32) and (33) are satisfied by the logic relation 
(36) 
Electronic damping of the system is achieved in the rate- 
loop by subtracting from the amplified position error P, a rate 
signal R, which is proportional to the time derivative of the 
position logic output PT. Hence, 
S W= ( O x ) .  ‘CS) + ( D x ) .  ‘CS) 
d ( P T ) -  d ( P T )  de R=K?--K?- - 
at cae at 
de ;rt<o 
(29) P =  (DIS).T+ (OX) .  S (37) R’KaK7-g de 
30 where DIS corresponds to the direction input DI (FIG. 6) to the system and equals logical 1 for forward direction opera- 
tion and equals logical 0 for reverse operation. Equations (26) 
through (29) combine to give the logical output CS of the 
command-waveform generator in terms of the logical inputs, 
as 
(30) (CS) ‘S +T) = (DZS)  S + (m). T 
so that the rate signals in adjacent active channels are of op- 
posite algebraic sign for a given direction of rotation, since K,  
is of opposite sign in adjacent channels. 
The condition that must be satisfied for system.damping is 35 
and (38) 
(31) ST= 0 U” 
Position control is achieved by comparing the commanded 
drive waveform, CT, to the position logic output, PT, in the 40 which states that the rate-dependent component, v, of ap- 
difference amplifier, K,, and driving the error signal to a null. plied torque must be opposite to the direction of shaft rota- 
The commanded drive signal CT can be practically any tion. To show that condition (38) is satisfied, equations ( I ) ,  
waveshape, such as triangular, sinusoidal, stepped, sawtooth, ( 5 ) ,  (IO),  and ( 1  1) %e combined to give 
parabolic, etc., depending on the control desired. If the am- K%+K48=(E-E) (E( ,for CS- 1 
plitudes of the drive waveform CT are always maintained 45 and 
within the limits of the multichannel comparator average K37+ K4O=-(E-E) [El ,for CS=O 
waveforms, the channel-transition conditions are not satisfied Applying relations ( 120) and ( 13), these equations become 
and operation is restricted to the angular range of a single ac- (39) K37 + K48 = E, 
tive segment of the position logic output PT. If, however, the (40) K3 T +  K48=-E, 
amplitude of the CT waveform exceeds the amplitude of the 50 Resolving the applied torque, 7, into its rate-dependent and 
active multichannel comparator “average” waveform, opera- other components, y a n d  70, respectively, to give 
(41) 
waveform is periodic and the successive positive and negative and substituting from (4) and (41) into (39) and (40), the fol- 
amplitudes of CTexceed the corresponding positive and nega- lowing equations are obtained: 
tive active segments of the “average” waveforms, transitions 55 
from one active channel to the next occur in sequence so that and 
unrestricted angular rotation of the output shaft is achieved. 
Under these conditions the periodic CT time waveform is Equating the rate-dependent terms only, and substituting from 
synchronized with the periodic PT space waveform so that (37) results in: 
commanded waveform CT. The period of CT can vary over a and 
wide range and can be made indefinitely long without loss of 
synchronization so that a wide range of rate control is Recalling that K5 > 0 for CS = 1, and K5 < 0 for CS = 0, the 
achieved, down to indefinitely slow speeds. above equations can be combined into the single equation: 
gebraic signs of the slopes of the CT time waveform and the PT It follows immediately that 
space waveform. Hence, 
for CS= I and 
for SC = 0 
tion switches to the adjacent active channel. If the CT 7 - y f S o  
K3 ( 7 o + y )  + K48= K 2 ( P - R ) ,  
K3 (70 + y) + K48=-Kz(P-R),  
K37=-(Kd+KZKsK7)8, 
K3 w = - ( K 4  - KzKsK7)8, 
for CS= 1 
for CS= 0 
rate control is obtained by controlling the frequency of the 60 for CS = 1 
for CS = 0 
The direction of shaft rotation depends on the relative al- 65 (42) 
(43) 
K 3 y = - W 4 + K &  lK51 )e 
1 = -- ( K i S  RzK71 Kal e2<0 Ka 
70 
so that condition (38) is satisfied and controlled electronic 
damping of the system is achieved for all angular positions of 
the output shaft. 
The discussion to this point has dealt exclusively with opera- 
75 tion in the synchronous mode. However, the system also 
(33) 
13 
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operates in a DC mode under conditions where the drive 4. A synchronousW direct-drive system as claimed in 
waveform CT is commanded outside of the synchronous claim 1, wherein said sensing means is an offset-tooth mag- 
range, defined by netic sensor. 
(44) (Aa),{,, < CT < (ACY),~,, where A a  = At, A3 or 5. A synchronous/DC direct-drive system as claimed in 
A5 5 claim 4, wherein said signal processing means also includes a 
Consider the case where CT > (Aa),,, with direction input magnetic sensor signal processor connected to said offset 
DI = 1. Trigger signals from the multichannel comparator tooth magnetic sensor and a multichannel comparator con- 
then occur only at the T output so that the command nected to said magnetic sensor signal processor and to said 
waveforms generator memory bistable does not switch control means for interpreting the signals generated by said 
between states, but maintains a constant output at CS = 0. 10 magnetic sensor signal processor and said control means and 
Under these conditions the entire negative-sloping linear seg- for generating channel transition information signals. 
ments (ICJ < 0) of each Aa waveform are active regions of 6. A synchronous/DC direct-drive system as claimed in 
operation, and the positive-sloping segments remain inactive. claim 5, wherein said signal processing means also includes: 
Combining equations (4), (37), and (40), and applying the a position logic circuit connected to said magnetic sensor 
condition K5 < 0, the following equation is obtained signal processor to receive the signals generated by said 
(45) K*+(~,+KZK, l&l)8=-KzP magnetic sensor signal processor and to said control 
This equation has the same form as that of a conventional DC means to receive control signals; and 
rate-control system where ( -P)  corresponds to the coni- a rate logic circuit connected to said position logic circuit 
manded rate signal. Since CT > (Aa),,, > PTfrom equation and to said magnetic sensor signal processor to receive 
(3), it can be seen that P > 0 so that a unidirectional negative 2o signals generated by said position logic circuit and said 
commanded input is applied. Note that both the stall torque magnetic sensor signal processor. 
and no-load speed are in the reverse direction. 7. A synchronous/DC direct-drive system as claimed in 
Equation (45) also applies to the case where DI= 0 and CT 
< (Aa),,,,, only now CT < (Aa),{. < PTso that P < 0 and a a command waveforms generator, adapted to receive said 
unidirectional positive commanded input is applied. Both the 25 external control signals and connected to said multichan- 
stall torque and no-load speed are then in the forward nel comparator to receive signals generated by said mul- 
direction. tichannel Comparator, for generating command and con- 
trol signals; and 
(46) a control signal processor connected to said command 
for the cases where DI = 1 and CT > ( Aa)mf,,,  and DI =O and waveforms generator to receive signals generated by said 
CT > (ACX),,,~,. From equation (3) p< 0 for CT < ( Aa),,., so command waveforms generator, to said position logic cir- 
that operation is in the reverse direction, and P > 0 for CT > cuit to receive signals generated by said position logic cir- 
(Aa),,* so that operation is in the forward direction. cuit and to said rate logic circuit to receive sign& 
generated by said rate logic circuit, said control signal 
rotation in the DC mode is controlled by the commanded processor also connected to said actuator for controlling 
direction input, DI, and does not depend on whether CT > the actuation of said actuator. 
(Aa),,= or CT< (Aa),&,,. The direction of rotation is opposite 8. A synchronous/DC direct-drive system as claimed in 
to the commanded direction in the synchronous mode. 
that the awaratus of the invention. heretofore described. Dro- 
claim 6, wherein said control means includes: 
In a similar manner, the following equation is obtained: 
K3r + ( K4 + KzK, IKs 1 )e = KzP 3o 
It follows from the above results that the direction of shaft 35 
claim 7, wherein said control means also includes: 
It can be seen from the foregoing mathematical description 4o 
vides a d&ct-drive system that operates in a synchronois or 
DC mode. The use of a plurality of loops to control position 
and rate of movement, as well as channel transition changes, 
results in a system that operates smoothly and continuously at 45 
high or low speeds. 
I claim: 
1. A synchronous/DC direct-drive system comprising: 
an actuator adapted for connection to the shaft of a load; 
sensing means for sensing the position and rate of move- 50 
ment of the shaft of said load and for generating a plurali- 
ty of signals representing said position and rate of move- 
ment; 
signal processing means connected to said sensing means 
for processing said plurality of signals generated by said 55 
sensing means into composite output signals which pro- 
vide continuous position and rate information; and 
control means, adapted to receive external control signals, 
connected to said signal processing means and to said ac- 
tuator for interpreting said composite output signals and 60 
said external control signals and for generating actuator 
drive signals in accordance therewith. 
2. A synchronous/DC direct-drive system as claimed in 
a sensor signal processor connected to said sensing means; 65 
and 
a multichannel comparator connected to said sensor signal 
processor and to said control means for interpreting the 
signals generated by said sensor signal processor and said 
control means and for generating channel transition in- 70 
formation signals. 
claim 1, wherein said signal processing means includes: 
3. A synchronous/DC direct-drive system as claimed in 
claim 1, wherein said sensing means is a magnetic sensor and 
said signal processing means includes a magnetic sensor signal 
processor connected to said magnetic sensor. 75 
a first difference amplifier having one input connected to 
the output of said command waveforms generator and a 
second input connected to the output of said position 
logic circuit; and 
a second difference amplifier having one input connected to 
the output of said first difference amplifier and a second 
input connected to the output of said rate logic circuit 
and having its output connected to the input of said con- 
trol signal processor. 
9. A synchronous/DC direct-drive system comprising: 
a DC torque motor; 
an offset tooth magnetic sensor mounted so as to sense the 
position and rate of movement of the shaft of said DC 
torque motor and generate signals related to said position 
and rate of movement; 
a magnetic sensor signal processor connected to receive the 
signals generated by said offset tooth magnetic sensor and 
process them in a predetermined manner; 
a command waveforms generator for generating command 
and control signals, said command waveforms generator 
being adapted to receive externally generated rate and 
direction control signals; 
a multichannel comparator connected to the output of said 
magnetic sensor signal processor, for receiving the signals 
generated by said magnetic sensor signal processor, and 
connected to said command waveforms generator, to 
receive command signals, said multichannel comparator 
having a set and reset output connected to said command 
waveforms generator so as to apply a set and reset signal 
to said command waveforms generator when a predeter- 
mined set of input conditions are received at the inputs of 
said multichannel comparator; 
a position logic circuit connected to the output of said mag- 
netic sensor signal processor for receiving the signals 
generated by said magnetic sensor signal processor and 
connected to receive the control signals generated by said 
3,568,028 
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command waveforms generator, said position logic cir- claim 9, wherein said magnetic senwr signal processed is 
cuit generating a position signal at a position output ter- formed of a plurality of difference amplifiers. 
minat; 11. A synchronous/DC direct-drive system as claimed in 
a rate logic network connected to said magnetic sensor claim 10, wherein said command waveforms generator com- 
signal processor to receive the signals generated by said 5 prises a memory circuit and a plurality of logic elements 
magnetic sensor signal processor and to said position adapted to receive generated set and reset signals. 
logic circuit to receive signals generated by said position 12. A synchronous/DC direct-drive system as claimed in 
logic circuit, said rate logic circuit generating a rate signal claim 11, wherein said multichannel comparator comprises a 
at a rate output terminal, plurality of schmitt circuits and a plurality of logic elements 
a first difference amplifier having one input connected to 10 adapted to sense the signals generated by said magnetic sensor 
receive the command signals generated by said command signal processor and a control signal generated by said com- 
waveforms generator and a second input connected to the mand waveforms generator and to generate set and reset 
position output terminal of said position logic circuit; signals for controlling said command waveforms generator 
a second difference amplifier having one input connected to when a predetermined set of conditions occurs. 
the rate output terminal of said rate logic circuit and a 15 13. A synchronouslDC direct-drive system as claimed in 
second input connected to the output of said first dif- claim 11, wherein said position logic circuit is formed of a plu- 
ference amplifier; rality of logic elements and analogue gates and wherein said 
a control signal processor having one input connected to rate logic circuit is formed of a plurality of logic elements and 
receive the control signals generated by said command analogue gates. 
waveforms generator and a second input connected to the 20 14. A sYnchronous/DC direct-drive system as claimed in 
output of said second difference amplifier; and claim 13, wherein said control signal processor is formed of a 
a brushless controller commutator connected to said con- Plurality of logic elements adapted to Sense an error signal 
trol signal processor to receive magnitude and direction generated by said second difference amplifier and a control 
of signals and connected to said DC torque motor to con- signal generated by said command waveforms generator and 
trol the movement ofthe shaft of said DC torque motor. 
10. A synchronous/DC direct-drive system as claimed in 
25 to generate magnitude and directionsignals. 
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